
To whom it may concern, 

Success thrives in environments that value passion and dedication. Instead of waiting for
the future, I prefer to shape it. I'm Regan McCorquindale, a self employed and self-driven
Farm Supervisor and Advisor based in the Waikato. 

Driven and determined to make a difference in the primary industries and to take everyday
as an opportunity to be better than the day prior.  

A few aspects you must know about myself and the morals that I have as an individual and
an actively practicing advisor are, 
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1) Transparency - this is paramount in my role. Building the trust of well esteemed
farm owners, on-farm teams and their support network has lifted my credibility
within the industry. Transparency also allows all parties to be on the same page and
working towards a common goal. 

2) Honesty - This one goes a long way. I'm never afraid to mention I don't know how
to do a task, or I'm out of my depth. I believe this has allowed me to learn a lot faster
and be more confident in my daily job. 

3) Discipline - I have an innate hunger to be better everyday and to grow, develop
and bring people who are on the same journey, together. I have well developed
goals and I have to remain disciplined to help realise these. 

So what am I looking for to help shape my future?  

The right people. We know life is all about having the right relationships. Both professional
and personal. I strive to work with the best farmers and their respective shareholders and
stakeholders. I want to be on a journey with those who see the bigger picture. Can look
past the smaller administrative task that farmers are required to do nowadays and focus
on building bigger, more sustainable and profitable businesses that everyone can stand
back and appreciate the hard work and dedication that it has taken to deliver such an
outcome.  

The journey to success is often paved with innovation and collaboration. If this sounds like
you, or a business you are involved with, then please get in touch. I look forward to helping
shape our futures together in this exciting primary industry.  

Regards,  

Regan McCorquindale
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The higher you climb, the more you see. The more you see, the less you know. The less you know,
the more you learn. The more you learn, the higher you climb. 
I place a lot of weight behind this saying as it reflects the journey we are on as individuals and
businesses, and that no matter how high we climb there is always more that we can be doing for
the betterment of ourselves, our businesses, industries and wider communities.  

EXPERIENCE

Farm Supervisor & Advisor - RECO

Providing full farm supervision to 4 dairy farms and
advisory services to >40 dairy businesses throughout
the Waikato. This role is extremely satisfying. Working
with passionate and creative farmers on a daily basis.
Being able to support their goals and help improve their
business in any aspect possible. 
Specialising in, profitability, productivity and
sustainability of the farms and the teams that operate
these businesses.   

EDUCATION & EXTRA
CURRICULAR

Massey University
Palmerston North and
University of Guelph - CA

Course provided by NZIPIM
and Rural Coach

Bachelor of AgriCommerce 
2014-2016

Succession and
Governance Training 
2020

PROFILE 

Governance Essentials
Course - TBA Sept. 2023
Institute of Directors led
programme.  

Taste of Governance
- Vetora 2023 
Attending board meetings
and understanding roles &
responsibilities 

Rogers Charitable Trust -
Trustee Present 
Supporting operations of a
dairy business that benefits
the students of Te Awamutu
College  

Our Land & Water Science Challenge Projects 
Rere Ki Uta, Rere Ki Tai - Financial Modelling for a
project led by AgriSea about the Mana (power) and
Mauri (life-force) of the soil. 
Zero Internationally Produced Supplement - System
Analysis of changing our New Zealand Dairy Systems 
Creating a Diverse and Sustainable Farm Forestry
and Dairy Farming Landscape  
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PERSONAL 

Riding motorbikes and mountain bikes
Going on day hikes 
Swinging sticks on the golf course
Playing the acoustic guitar 
Skiing on both the lakes and mountains 
Dinner with friends and family.  

Turning off from work, I thoroughly enjoy, 

Seeking expressions of interest in joining agricultural business board 


